


























































































































































































































???? 663.00 10,250.08 250.21
??? ? 197.12 ? 2,663.57 ??70.06
??? ??73.17 ??921.64 ??31.67
??? ??69.54 ??578.91 ??46.58
??? ??47.24 ??950.13 ??10.00
??? ??44.50 ??374.47 ??51.99
???? ??41.17 ??590.12 ??11.31




































































































































































1992 29.044 0.626 1,449.07
1996 113.660 2.340 46,400.00
2000 179.250 3.983 91,327.29
2004 247.200 4.380 215,500.00
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???? ? 「 」??? ???? ?
???CNKI????「??」「??」「??」???????????
??? ??? ???
????? ???? ????? ???? ????? ????
?? 147,469 ?? 75,405 ?? 634,095
????? 65,838 ????? 1,396 ????? 14,690
????? 41,262 ???????? 989 ???????? 8,050
????? 39,782 ???????? 825 ???????? 7,627
????? 28,163 ???????? 587 ???????? 4,927
????? 14,690 ???????? 487 ???????? 4,736
????? 13,122 ???????? 419 ???????? 2,811
????? 7,115 ???????? 393 ???????? 1,472
????? 6,643 ???????? 324 ???????? 1,050
????? 3,473 ???????? 253 ???????? 742
????? 2,997 ???????? 55 ???????? 687
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